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Introduction - Term 1 Recap



Introduction - Term 1 Recap
Problems:

random predictions

may not provide tips regularly

algorithm may not work

Solution:

change target audience - horse racing experts



Introduction - Term 2 Design
Collecting data

Website

Tips on newspaper



Introduction - Term 2 Design
Analyze Data

TensorFlow

Voting System



What is collective intelligence
Collect and combine information from two or more people

Provide solution to a specific problem



What is machine learning
gives computers the ability to learn without being explicitly programmed

related to computational statistics

focuses on prediction-making through the use of computers



What is TensorFlow
machine learning algorithms

open source software

implementation for executing such algorithms



Win and Place?
basic bet types for horse racing

Win

win if the chosen horse finish first

average winning chance

Place

win if the chosen horse finish first, second or third

high winning chance



Research Participants

54 experts who provide tips on newspaper



Research Participants



Research Participants



Voting System
All experts vote for horses

Rank the horses by votes

Special case:

horses with same votes

Solution:

we choose the one with lower horse number

Reason: 

Lower horse number win: 89%

Higher horse number win: 11%



TensorFlow
Transform tips to horse racing database

add 1 if the expert predicted that horse

new column “result” :

1 if the place<=3

-1 if the place>3



TensorFlow -features
distance
course
going
jockey code
trainer code
actual weight
horse weight
4 experts’ tips
result



TensorFlow - number of training and predicting 
races

All tips: 569 races
Training: 452 races
Predicting: 117 races



TensorFlow - configuration

128 neural networks



TensorFlow - prediction



Combined Method

Voting system TensorFlowCombined method



Accuracy
ad42

od28

sp51

st47



Accuracy - Win
117 races

117 horses



Accuracy - Win



Accuracy - Place
117 races

351 horses



Accuracy - Place



Gain and loss analysis
Experts, voting system, TensorFlow and combined method

Total 117 races



Gain and loss analysis - 1 win
Choose one horse in each race, and buy ‘win’ for it

$10 for each horse

Total cost is $1170 (Except Combined method)

Combined method: only bet on 57 races over 117 races, total cose is $570



Gain and loss analysis
Voting system $546



Gain and loss analysis - 3 place

Choose three horses in each race, and buy ‘place’ for all of them

$10 for each horse

$30 for each race

Total cost is $3510 (Except Combined method)

Combined method: 

only bet on 235 horses in 114 races over 117 races, total cose is $2350



Gain and loss analysis
Voting system $176.2



Gain and loss analysis - 1 win without TensorFlow
Choose one horse in each race, and buy ‘win’ for it

Total 569 races

$10 for each horse

Total cost is $5690



Gain and loss analysis Voting system $1086



Profit and loss percentage
Combined method can’t get highest net gain

But it doesn’t mean that combined method is not good

Profit and loss percentage=net gain over money spent



Profit and loss percentage - 1 win

Combined method 55.3%



Profit and loss percentage - 3 place

Combined method 5.02%



Maximization of returns
Combined method (highest profit percentage)

1 win

Further improvement:

Only bet on horses with win odds lower than 10



Maximization of returns - Result
1 win

bet on 95 races over 117 races

For combined method: only bet on 48 races



voting system $766



Combined method 84.4%



Maximization of returns - Result
Tips provider

Net gain profit and loss percentage

Before After Before After

ad42 102 112 8.72% 11.8%

od28 -167 53 -14.3% 5.58%

sp51 -147 73 -12.6% 7.68%

st47 -495 -275 -42.3% -28.9%

voting system 546 766 46.7% 80.6%

TensorFlow 410 510 35.0% 53.7%

Combined method 315 405 (in 48 races) 55.3% 84.4% (in 48 races)



Let’s see our prediction on 20-4-2017
race 

no

1st 2nd 3rd predicted winner from 

voting system

Win Odds

1 5 2 10 5 2.5

2 4 2 8 3 5.7

3 7 9 4 9 4.7

4 1 7 12 1 4.6

5 2 10 5 2 4.6

6 1 8 2 1 4.7

7 8 4 2 8 5.6

8 3 12 9 7 16

We don’t bet on race 8 because the win 

odd was higher than 10 before the race

We bet $10 on each horse

We predicted 5 races correctly over 7 

races

Net gain=$147 in one single day



Conclusion
Is crowdsourcing better than individual experts? 

Yes

What is the best strategy to bet on horse racing?

‘1 win’ with win odds lower than 10 using combined method

increase the betting amount if you want to earn more money



Thank You


